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Let G be a simple algebraic group defined over a field k of characteristic 
zero and having positive k-rank. In this paper we investigate the centralizers 
of an important class lc$? = %? of unipotent elements of G whose k-rational 
members arise as regular unipotent elements in the simple k-split subgroups 
of G constructed by Bore1 and Tits [2; Section 71. When the restricted root 
system of G is reduced, such a k-rational element u is “k-regular” in G, that is, 
the centralizer Z,(U) of u is of minimal dimension for centralizers of k-rational 
unipotent elements of 6. 
Section 1 developes some preliminary properties of Z,(U). An important 
tool here (and in Sections 2, 3) is the automorphism A(c) of the anisotropic 
kernel of G induced by a Coxeter transformation c in the “little” Weyl group 
of G. Section 2 is concerned with the determination of a Levi factor Kl of 
Z,(U), . In Section 3 we obtain the structure of Z,(u)/Zo(zl), . These results 
will be used elsewhere to study the G,-conjugacy classes of certain types of 
k-subgroups of G. 
1 
Let S be a maximal k-split torus of G. kzl denotes the root system of S in G, 
and $* is the closed subsystem of $ consisting of those roots E such that 
2&$ &‘. Let H be a maximal k-split simple subgroup of G containing S with 
root system &‘r [2; Section 71. Fix a maximal k-torus T containing S, and 
let LT: be the root system of T in G. We fix a fundamental system d for z 
relative to a r’ = Gal(k/k)-linear order on the character module .X*(T) 
[IO; p. 701, and let ,A and kAr be the induced fundamental systems for %,JY 
and kP. Ifj: X*(T) + X*(S) is the restriction homomorphism, j(A) - (0) = 
,J, and d, = (a E A ij(z) = 0} is a fundamental system for the root system 
2& of To in G,, . Here G,’ = Z,(S), G, = DG,’ is the k-anisotropic kernel 
of G, and T = T,, n G,, . 
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Let n, denote the dimension of the root space Ufp) for p the maximal root 
in $!?“. If $Y* contains two root lengths, n2 = dim Ulo) for F the maximal 
short root in Jr. Finally, if J is not reduced, let CT, be the maximal root in r.Z 
with 2~i~ E & and set na = dim U~o?)/U~zo) . Let pi: H + GL(Vi/i), i = I, 2, 3, 
be K-rational irreducible representations of dominant weights ,C, i;, and cij, 
respectively. Then [9] 9 = Lie(G) d ecomposes under the adjoint action 
of as 
g&f, (direct sum), 
i=l 
where IV, is the direct sum of n, copies of V, , i%‘a is the direct sum of 
n2 - n, copies of V, , IV, is the direct sum of na copies of I’, ) and ‘B/v, is a 
trivial module. 
For ol E &IT, let 1 f 24, E (Uta))k , and put (*> u = exp( 
The element u uniquely determines a subgroup N 3 5’ above, and u is regular 
in PIT [15; Section 3.21. Let e = log u E Lie(N), ) and let 9 = K(e>f, h) be a 
simple 3-dimensional subalgebra of Lie(H), with h E Lie(S), taken in the form 
of [7; Lemma 5.21. Then it follows from the representation theory of 2 and 
from (1.1) that dim Z,(U) = dim 22(e) = dim G,,’ + n3 . If U’ is another 
K-rational unipotent element of G of the same form (*) as U, 
(l-2) u and U’ are G-conjugate. 
In fact, we can assume IA and u’ both belong to the unipotent radical kU of the 
same minimal k-parabolic subgroup kP = G,r . kUt and replacing G by 
G’ = (UC,; j E E Jr) we can assume ,J is reduced. For dimension reasons, 
the morphisms of varieties 9 ---f kU defined by x -+ x-%LX and x + X-IU’X 
are both dominant so their images have nonempty intersections [8; p. 931, 
and ti and ZL’ are conjugate. 
In what follows we denote the conjugacy class of u in (*) by V (or by k”e 
when we wish to emphasize that G is taken as defined over K). Write VI, = 
Gic n V. It is easy to see any element U’ E %?, is G,- conjugate to an element 
of the form (*) above: Set e’ = log U’ s 91e , and let k{e’, h’, J’> be a simple 
Sdimensional subalgebra ofgk . With u as above, for someg E 6, Ad(g)e = e’, 
Ad(g),& = h’, and Ad(g)f =f’ [7; Theorem 3.61. Thus,g-la(g) E Z,(h) n Z,(e) 
for o E F = Gal(R/k). But Z,(h) = GOT (the connected component of the 
identity Z,(h), = GOT from the form chosen above for h, while R(h) is the Lie 
algebra of a one-dimensional torus of G whence Z,(g) is connected), hence 
g-la(g) E Z,;(e). An element of Z,;(e) centralizes a Bore1 subgroup of M 
hence centralizes N, so N’ = gHg-l is defined over k and S’ = gSg-l is a 
maximal K-torus which is k-split. If U,/ is the maximal K-split unipotent 
subgroup of H’ containing u’, then u’ is conjugate [l§; Section 3.3] by an 
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element of U,, to an element of the form (*), and finally since Hi(k, Z,,,(U’)) = 
1 [12; Proposition 6, Section III-21 it is G,-conjugate to such an element. 
Fix a representative c E NH(S)$ of a Coxeter element w = J”Jla+? w, in the 
“little” Weyl group ,,W = N,(S)/G,,‘. H ere w, is the fundamental reflection 
corresponding to & E Jr. 
LEMMA 1.3. c is a semisimple element of H. 
Proof. If c = c,c, is the Jordan decomposition of c, and 1 is the Coxeter 
number of IczIT, then c1 = cslczcl E H n GOT = S, so c,l = 1, whence c, = 1. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.4. Ijr G is simply connected, &(u) = ZGO(c). 
Proof. Let x E Zc,(u). Since G,, normalizes each root space UC,) , x 
centralizes each u,- , & E Jr. By the Bruhat decomposition in H, u, = u+n,u-, , 
where n, E NH(S)lc represents the reflection w, E Ic W, and u-, , ul_,- E ( U(-a))7e . 
This implies kU- 9 n, * ,U- = KU- . (+ne%) * kU- so by [2; Section 5.151 
x centralizes n, . Thus, x E .ZGO(c). 
Next, since 1 is not an eigenvalue for p<(c) (i = 1,2) on the zero weight 
space (WJ, of S on Wi [9; Proposition 21, we have ZyO(c) C W, , where 
go = Lie(G,). Th us, -&J~(c) _C W4 n y. = -G,,(e) = -%,(u), so .Z&) and ZO&) 
have the same dimension. Now Go is simply connected if G is, so by Lemma 
1.3 and [16; Section 9.31 Zo,(c) is connected. Hence, Zo,(u) =ZoO(c). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Zc,(u) is a connected reductive group (defined over k). 
Proof. Let TK G -+ G be the simply connected k-covering of G. Let u” be 
a k-rational unipotent element of G with I = u. Clearly, &~~(“i,, C Zo,(u). 
If x E ZGO(u) and ~(2) = x, then %-r% = z% for 3 E ker r C Z(G). Since J 
is unipotent, I = 1. Hence, I& = Zo,(u), so Zo,(zl) is connected by 
Theorem 1.4. The remaining assertion is obvious either from Theorem 1.4 
or the fact that since Go is anisotropic every k-subgroup is reductive. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.6. Assume $Y is reduced. Then ZcOr(u), = ZGO(u). 
Proof. Write Go’ = Go . To’ . S (almost direct product), where To’ is the 
k-anisotropic radical of Go’. Let (g E Go / gs E Zoo’(~) for some s E To’ . S>. 
Assume first that To’ = (1). Go stabilizes each Ula) , and so L is just the 
stabilizer in Go of the lines {kuz} in the UC,, . The connected component L, of 
the identity of L is a reductive group, defined and anisotropic over k. For 
ol E hd, the map f,: L, -+ ,Mult defined by x-ruBx = f<(x) u, is a k-rational 
character of L, , hence is trivial. Thus, L, centralizes u. For g EL, the s E S 
such that gs E ZcOV(u) is uniquely determined to within a factor from the 
center of H. Hence, ZGOr(z& = L, = Z,@(u) by Theorem 1.4. 
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Now consider the case when TO’ + (1). Let (see jl7; Section 2.31) F’ = 
(GET/ O* = I), and put k’ = kr’. Let (At,..., ilOw} be the connected com- 
ponents of A, . Because & is reduced, it follows (either directly from the 
classification of the Dynkin diagrams or from [17]) that P acts semiregularly 
on this set of connected components, whence G, is the k’anisotropic kernel 
of 6, and S’ = S . TO’ is a maximal k’-split torus of G. For & E: kA, let 
0 = (a E A \j(a) = C}. Then 0 is a r*-orbit in d [17; Section 2.5.11, and if 
j’: X*(T) + X*(S’) is the restriction homomorphism, we can write uti = 
MJ wm y  where ww E GL n II WY I j’(y) = j’(P)). Thus, u E ,@ n G,, 
and the desired conclusion follows from the TO’ = (I} part of the proof. 
From now on we write K = Zoo,(~). Kl denotes the connected component 
of the identity of K. We put V = Z,,(u). 
THEOREM 1.7 (see also [3; p 1471 and [13]). Z6(%) = M ‘ V (semidirect 
p7VX.hUt). 
ProoJ Putg, = ad(e)9 I-I ZP(e). Theng, = Lie(V) and [7; Theorem 3.61 
if x E Z,(U) there is a y  E I/ with yx E Z,(h) = G,‘. Hence, x e pi; ~ Y. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.8. z&)/z,(u), M K/K1 . 
2 
The Coxeter element c normalizes G, , and hence induces an automorphism 
A = A(c) of G, via conjugation. Since c is semisimple, there exist [16; 
Section 8.11 or [20] a Bore1 subgroup B’ of 6, and a maximal torus T’ of 
both stabilized by A. Let A’ be a fundamental system for the root system 
ZO’ ( mZO) of T’ in 6, defined by B’. Let A* denote the automorphism of A’ 
induced by A. In what follows we take G simply connected. 
Write A = L o A’, where A’ is a graph automorphism of G, defined by 
A* and L is an inner automorphism defined by a t’ E T’. Let T” = T’“’ = 
T’A (== Z,,(A)). Then T” is a maximal torus of Gt’ = ZG,(A’) (which is a 
connected reductive subgroup [16; Section 8.2]). Every root 7 of T” in G:’ is 
the restriction of T” of a root of T’ in G, , and conversely if -jT is such a 
restriction either 7 or 27 is a root of T” in G, A’. A regular semisimple element 
of T” in 6:’ is thus regular in GO , so T” is contained in a unique maximal 
torus (namely, T’) of G, . Since T” = TIA, any maximal torus of ICI is 
contained in a unique maximal torus of G, . I f  TI is a maximal k-torus of KI , 
contained in the maximal torus T,’ of G, , T7’ is then defined over k and 
A-stable. Thus, replacing T by TX’ . TO’ . S, we can assume A stabilizes TO D 
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Remark 2.1. In order to determine the type (over k) of Kl = 2, r(u)1 , 
it is sufficient to treat the case when rc.Z is reduced. In order to see th&, put 
G’ = (U, 1 j(a) E &‘>. The index y of 6’ can easily be determined by 
adjoining to the index J of G a distinguished vertex corresponding to -p, 
where p is the maximal root in .Z (i.e., we form the CLatIine” or “extended” 
index of G), and then removing the orbit (under the *-action of J’) Lo of roots 
01 E A with 2j(oI) E J, together with any connected components of the 
remaining diagram containing no distinguished vertices. Let L be the sub- 
group of G, corresponding to these components, and let 
T,“=( fl 
lYEA- 
ker(ol)nker(Cy)) . 
YElO 1 
Put L’ = L . Ti (almost direct product). Then K = .Z~,,J~*(U) . L’ (almost 
direct product), and Kl = Z,,,)O(u) *L’. 
We assume then that $2 is reduced. The following result (in a somewhat 
different form) is proved in [ 1; Theorem 61. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Allison). Let & be of type A, . Then the automorphism A 
acts transitively on the k-simple factors of GO . 
Suppose first that J is of type A, . If G,, has more than one k-simple 
factor, by Theorem 2.2 and the fact that A2 = 1, G,, has exactly two such 
factors, and A is a graph automorphism of G,, (with respect to T,, and A,). 
GoA = Kl is then k-simple of type At*. 
Next, assume G, is k-simple. Extending k (cf. proof of Theorem 1.6) if 
necessary we can assume the k-simple factors of G, are k-simple. We suppose 
G,, is k-simple, else we are back to the case above. Suppose first A* acts 
trivially on A, , i.e., c centralizes TO . Thus, 0 is a weight of TO in the space 
UC,) , {c?] = KA, and for some root /? E j-l(5), (8, A,,) = 0. G, acts irreducibly 
on UC,) , so there is an 01’ E A, with p + 01’ or /3 - 01’ E 2, whence both are 
roots. Thus, ,8 is short in 2. Also, if 01 E A, j(ol) = 6, then 01 is long (else J 
could not be reduced). These properties, the fact that A - (a} is connected, 
and the classification of Dynkin diagrams, show .Z has type B, . By the linear 
independence of A,, p is unique with the properties that j(p) = ol and 
(/I, A,,) = 0, so p is defined over k. If we take 1 f u E (U,), , Kl is just 
{U,, 1 y long in &). Kl is in general then k-anisotropic of type D,-, . 
Secondly, assume A* is nontrivial. Since A2 = 1, we can assume L is defined 
by a t’ E TO such that ol(t’) = &I for 01 E A:*, a(t’) = 1 for 01 E A, - A{*. 
The representation theory of k{e, h, f > acting on 9 shows 
Kl = dim G,,’ - c dim Uts) , 
GE,A 
Knowledge of dim Kl and the various possibilities for c in practice allow the 
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determination of Kl up to isogeny over &, using that dim GOk < dim Gt’ 
if A is not a graph automorphism (see Table I and Examples 1 p 2 below). 
Finally, suppose G has K-rank greater than one. For groups of exceptional 
type, the isogeny class of Kl is determined by its dimension and rank [S; p- 1491. 
For the classical types, we can assume r* acts trivially on A - A, by extending 
K if necessary (U can remain unchanged; see proof of Theorem 1.4). I f  
c&where cd E A?,(S), represents f.u, , let A, be the automorghism of GO 
by conjugation by c;, . I f  for each G E kA, A, is a graph a~tornor~h~srn~ 
A, is a graph automorphism (by Theorem 2.2 and [17, Section 3.221) 
sogeny class of Kl over 6 is determined. We can assume dim Bit,) > 1 
for & E J, else we replace G by ( Uta) j & E &‘, dim U(ai) > I)* From the 
preceding paragraphs, one case remains (see [17; Section X32]): G is of type 
C, with index 
@mQQ++ ,I, w(+c ‘ .* “@-OJ 
“1 Li--1 d-3. un 
and restricted root system 
Let 6” = <U(,i): i = l,..., r). We can take u = z+~u~ where U” = z.+~ ... tiVr V 
Let Go = (U& ) i = 2,..., d), a h-simple factor of GO = (G”), . We can 
assume G is simply connected, and we let P be the projection of G, onto CO . 
By the previous paragraphs, rr restricted to Zc,(zJ’) is a K-isomorphism. Thus, 
Kl = ~-~(Z~o(zi~,)) is of type D,,, . 
emmk 2.3 (a) For cohomological applications it is important to know 
the center of Kr . This can be determined as follows (for the cases in which 
K1 is simple; see Table I) when G (or slightly more generally, G,) is simply 
connected. Let (A, / ci E A,> be the fundamental dominant weights corre- 
sponding to the ti E d, . Let j’: X*(T,J --f X*(ToA) be the restriction homo- 
morphism. Let AK1 be the fundamental system for the root system Z; of 
TOA in Kr induced by A, . I f  A is a graph automorphism, given y  E AK1 there 
is an a: E A, with j’(a) = y  and j’(h,) is the fundamental dominant werght in 
X*(T/) corresponding to y, so Kl is simply connected. For the remaining 
two cases considered above (Z of type B and C), Z(K,) = Z’s D First, we note 
that necessarily Z(K,) C Z(G). When Z; is of type B, , that Z(I(,) w Zs 
follows from the Theorem 1.4 and the fact that Z(G,) = Z(G). Finally, in 
the case of .Z of type @, , it suffices to consider the k-rank one case. Then if 
x E .Z(G,) has order 2 (d is necessarily even), z E d;=I , so the assertion follows 
here also. (b) Assume A is a graph automorphism. We assert the index of .K1 
is determined by the index of 6. Let (3 E r, and choose w. in the Weyl group 
‘IV1 of K1 so that zu,g(AKJ = AK1 . I f  B, is the Bore1 subgroup of K1 defined 
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by4cl 9 WOO = BI . B, is contained in the Bore1 subgroup B, of G,, defined 
by TO and A, . Using Lemma 3.1 below se see w,a(BJ = B, . Hence, the 
*-action of r on A,- is the action induced from the *-action of I’ on A,, in the 
natural fashion, In the cases of 2 of type B and C one cannot deduce in 
general the index of KI from that of G,, . 
3 
In this section we determine F = K/K1 . We keep the notation of Section 2. 
The following elementary lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G’ be a semisimple algebraic group, and suppose A : G’ -+ G 
is a graph automorphism (relative to a maximal torus T’ and a Bore1 subgroup 
B’ 3 T’). If G’ has no factor of type A,, , stabilized by A but not pointwise 
jixed, then any Bore1 subgroup of K = GA is contained in a unique Bore1 
subgroup of G’. 
Proof. The hypothesis on A being satisfied, we can choose 1 # u, E U, 
for a E A’, the fundamental system of Z’ defined by B’, so that u = nIlyeA, u, 
(some order) belongs to K, whence lies in a Bore1 subgroup B” of K. But u 
is a regular unipotent element of G’, so is contained [15; Lemma 3.21 in a 
unique Bore1 subgroup of G’ (namely B’), whence the lemma follows by the 
conjugacy of Bore1 subgroups of K. Q.E.D. 
We will say G is of weak inner type if the *-action of r on A - A, is trivial. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be simply connected, of weak inner type, with &’ 
reduced. Suppose A = A(c) is a graph automorphism satisfying the hypothesis 
of Lemma 3.1. Then F = K/K1 m Z/(2 IT Go), where 2 = Z(G) is the center 
of G. Also, K = (KI , Z>. 
Remark 3.3. Actually, the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 is always satisfied 
when A is a graph automorphism (see [17]). 
Proof. Let TI be the maximal torus of KI contained in T,, . For x E K, 
write x = x’s, where x’ E GO , s E S. Then x’ stabilizes the lines {&J C Uca) , 
ol E &lo. Conversely, if x’ E G,, stabilizes each of these lines, because kA C X*(S) 
is linearly independent, there is an s E S so that x‘s E K. We denote by l& 
the stabilizer in G,, of the line {&>. Fix x’ E fi MZ = M. Adjusting x’ by 
a factor from KI = MI , we can assume x’ normalizes TI and a Bore1 
subgroup BI 3 TI of KI . From Section 2 and Lemma 3.1, x’ normalizes 
T,, and a Bore1 subgroup B, r> T,, of GO . Hence, x’ E Z’, . 
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For 6z~,d, 2c, = nPuB, the product extending over the set ES of roots 
pE~withj(p)=olandwithu,EUg. Because I’ stabilizes .E; , we can Fznd 
I f uzr E (Us such that in the product decomposition of uci’ as above aPI 
the ZEN # 1. By the G-conjugacy of the elements of %? (( 1.2)) and Corollary I .8, 
we can assume the U, all have this property to begin with, Thus, X’ E TO acts 
as scalar multiplication by say tag E K* on Uca) . 6, acts irreducibly on UC~:) I 
so given p E A, there is an ol E J and weights A, A’ of TO in U(Z) with 
A - A’ = /3 [6; p. 6121. Thus, A(x’) = A’(,M’) = pa , so p(x’) = 1, and 
X’ E Z, = Z(G,). 
If x = x’s E KP we can assume by the above that x’ E ZO without changing 
rx. Then x E T, and for p E .X0 , p(z) = 1, since /3(s) = 1. Thus? 
a(x) = 1 since x centralizes uj(,) ~ Thus, x +z Z. W’e 
define $: Z + 8;‘ by y!(z) = K,z. We have shown + is a surjective homo- 
morphism, and Theorem 1.4 shows the kernel of + is GO n 2. X.D. 
in practice it is trivial to calculate GO A Z from the index J of G (see [17]): 
Let A - A, = (01~ ,..., LX~}, and put Xi = 01~ 1 TO ~ Then G,, n Z consists of 
those elements of .Zs annihilated by the hi . Thus, F is determined for the 
simply connected G for those cases, found in Section 2, when A is a graph 
automorphism. If G is not of weak inner type, i.e., if TO’ # 1, we can extend 
k to assume G is of weak inner type, keeping u fixed (cf. proof of Theorem 2.15)~ 
and then apply the above results. 
CQRQLLARY 3.4. Assume G is as in Theorem 3.2, but not necessarily simply 
connected. Let w G -+ G be the sinzply connected k-covering of G. Thez 
KJKl M g/<e, n 2, ker T). In particular, if G is adjoi~t, Z,(u) is coazPzected. 
Stil’i assuming ,J is reduced, it remains to determine F for groups of type 
B, and G, . We consider the B, case first. We can assume G has /Z-rank one, 
and index 
@-a.-- - 
7 g, 
From the discussion of Section 2, we can take u = z+, . .+&, E ( UUI+.,.,& - {I> 
andtbenK~=(U,]a~~~,~long)hastypeD,_,.Ifx=~’~~K,~‘~G~~ 
s E S, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can assume x’ E iVoO(TO). If X’ E TO ) 
x’~Kr since (c~~+...+ol,)(T,,)=l, and SEZ(H)=Z(G)CG~, so 
x E dir, ~ The Weyl group Wl of Kl has index 2 in the Weyl group W,, of GO ) 
so / F / < 2. If x’ f iVoO(TO) represents the reflection w, , X’ normalizes the 
line (I&>. Thus, let s E S be so that x = x’s E K. If x E Kr , s E GO n S = 
Z(G,) C K, , so x’ E Kl , contradicting [W, : PVr] = 2. 
Now suppose G is of type C, . We keep the notation of Section 2. Let 
3 = (Z((cn, T)) n S), . Then GOT = (G”),’ . S’, so ZcOV(u”) = K’ * S’, 
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where K’ = Z(,$U”). By Theorem 3.2, a coset of K,’ in K’ is represented 
by a x E Z(G”) which necessarily normalizes (&z+}, and so there is a s E s’ with 
xs E K. But then xs E Z(G), while Z(G) C GO . Thus, K = Zxl~.s~(~Yl), and 
since r is an isomorphism of K,’ onto GO , we can assume G has k-rank one 
to begin with. Let B, be the Bore1 subgroup of G,, defined by T,, and A,. 
A regular unipotent element of Kl contained in BOA belongs only to the Bore1 
subgroups B, and Bpdp of GO containing T,, . Let x = x’s E K, where 
x’ E NGO( T,,), s E S. If x’ normalizes B, , it belongs to T,, . If this is the case, 
replacing x’ by a different coset representative this leads as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 to x’ E 2, , x’s E Z(G) C GO n S, so x E Kl . Thus, if x $ Kl , 
x’ (and hence x) represents ZU,~,~ and it follows that [K : Kl] < 2. Now let 
n E G.d/2 = (Q2 > U-& represent wud12. For 1 < i < d, let &, = )li be 
the fundamental dominant weight corresponding to a* . For i > 2, we identify 
Xi with its restriction to To . GE,,, w SL,(k) and 1 # n2 = f E Z(GUd,,). Then 
h,(t) = - 1 for i = d/2, and equals 1 for the other i, 2 < i < d. If A * is the 
graph automorphism of A,, induced by conjugation of TO by c, hNi 0 L(C) ITO = 
x A*(oii) . It follows (c, t) = 1. Let 5 E E(G,,) be so that X&Jr;) = -1 (neces- 
sarily (c, iJ = t;“). W e can choose t E T,, so that (c, t) = &. Then x’ = tn. 
normalizes Kl , hence normalizes M = Z,(K,), 3 S. M is reductive, and 
since Z,(S) C N,or(To), DM is k-split of rank one. It follows x’ normalizes 
x’ normalizes the line (&u] C UC,-), whence there is an s E: S with x = x’s E K 
and K/K1 m Z, . 
Finally, suppose kZI is not reduced. Let G’, L’ be as in Section 2. Then 
K = Z,,,;(U) . L’ and F w K/1(1 M Z(G’)/(Z(G’) n (G’),, , L’ n G’). 
We now give several illustrations: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let D be a division algebra of degree d over k with involution 
CJ of the first kind such that dim Da = id(d + 1). Let G, = SU,(D, h) where 
15 is the antihermitian form defined by 
G has index 
( O ‘) -1 0’ 
m ..I u 
5 nd 
Let 1 # a E U(i(or,)) . Since dim U(jca,)) = +d(d + 1) while dim GO’ = 
1 + dim GO = d2, we have dim Kl = dim G,,’ - dim U(#(Q) = $d(d - 1). 
Hence, A(c) is not a graph automorphism (else Kl would be of type Cdl8 and 
have dimension $d(d + 1)). Thus, we can assume A(c) = L 0 A’ where A’ is 
a graph automorphism induced by A* and L E 6(t) is the inner automorphism 
induced by t E T,, with CQ~(~) = -1, c~(t) = 1, i # d/2. It follows Kl is of 
type D,,, (or is a one-dimensional torus when d = 2). We can also see this 
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as follows: o extends in the natural way to an involution of D @ k. We may 
take GOT to be 
):AtGL(D‘R)). 
We take 
where 0 # h E D, CT(X) = A. Then 
K=f “): I( +4)-l Aho = h . i 
K has exactly two connected components, KI consisting of those elements 
for which det(A) = 1. KI = SU,(D, h') where h’ is the berm&an form 
defined by A. Since dim Do = &i(d + I), Kl is of type d,2 ) and is of inner 
type if and only if de@) E k2 [17, p. 571. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 0 be an octonion division algebra over a field k. $ = 
%(O, 3) denotes the reduced exceptional central simple Jordan algebra of 
3 x 3 matrices in 9, self-adjoint with respect to the standard involution. 
The norm preserving group of $ is then the group of R-rational points of a 
simply connected simple algebraic group G with index 
ci e 
As in Example 1, we calculate the dim Kl to be 14. K, has rank 2, and it 
folIows KL is of type G2 . A = A( c ) is a graph automorphism and Theorem 3.2 
impliesI? = K/K1 w Z(G)/(Z(G) n G,) M Z(G) m 2, . From our particular 
realization of G here we can see this as follows: If  e, , ep , ea are the standard 
idempotents in $, choosing 1 # u, E (UC,)), and 1 # ZQ E (U&, amounts 
to choosing points p and p on the lines [e., , e2] and [e, , eJ in the projective 
octonion plane P(O) over 0. The centralizer in GOT of zc = U&I+ is then the 
stabilizer in G of the four points e, , e2 , es , r in general position in P(O), and 
is the direct product of the center 2 of G and I& M Aut(S) [18; Proposition 
4.11. 
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The following table summarizes the results we have obtained for $5’ 
reduced. The cases when A is a graph automorphism are as follows: IA,,, , 
lD,,?, 2DIz,T , ‘EzS2 , lE& , aEtfi , Ezfl , E$ , E,$ , Eir4 . It should be pointed 
out that many of the pairs (H, KJ appear in the various Tits constructions. 
This is extended and dealt with in detail in [ll]. 
TABLE I 
G Simply Connected 
Index type ($7 reduced) H (split) K (anisotropic) F 
1&, -4 1Ad-l Z Y+l 
(1’2’Dn12 , d > 2; 
l-dim torus 
ifd=2 
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